## Center to Center Mileage

### Starting Point | Initial Mileage | Ending Destination | Miles One Way
--- | --- | --- | ---
ALAN BERLIN CAMPUS | ABC, EHS-ABC | ABC, EHS-ABC | 0
ASHLAND | ASH | ASH | 0
CENTRAL POINT | CP | CP | 0
EAGLE POINT | EP | EP | 0
EARLY HEAD START-GP | EHS-GP | EHS-GP | 0
EARLY HEAD START-WM | EHS-WM | EHS-WM | 0
FOOTHILLS | FTH | FTH | 0
GRANTS PASS HIGH SCHOOL & EHS GP HIGH SCHOOL | GPHS & EHS-GPHS | GPHS & EHS-GPHS | 0
HILLSIDE | HLS | HLS | 0
ILLINOIS VLY & EHS-CJ | IV & EHS-CJ | IV & EHS-CJ | 23.0
LORNA BYRNE | LB | LB | 0
MAIN OFFICE | MO | MO | 0
MAINTENANCE SHOP | MS | MS | 0
MERLIN | MR | MR | 0
ORCHARD HILL | OH | OH | 0
PARK VIEW | PV & JOCC | PV & JOCC | 0
PATRICK GOLD HILL | PAT | PAT | 0
PHOENIX/TALENT | PFX | PFX | 0
PROGRESS EARLY LEARNINN | PG | PG | 0
REDWOOD | RWD | RWD | 0
RIVERSIDE | RVS | RVS | 0
ROGUE RIVER | RR | RR | 0
SOUTH MEDFORD | SM | SM | 0
SATES VALLEY | SV | SV | 0
WASHINGTON | WSH | WSH | 0
WHITE CITY | WCT | WCT | 0
WILSON | WIL | WIL | 0

*Enter mileage into TimeStar daily. Mileage is paid out bi-weekly with Payroll.
*When recording mileage in TimeStar, enter a full description of your trip starting with the Beginning Location, destination, Ending Location, and reason for your trip (if the reason is a home visit, include child's last name).
*Do not round mileage. The mileage sheet is accurate.